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POLITICAL SCIENCE

Urban-Suburban C'/ash in Minnesota
DR. EDWARD

L.

HENRY*

ABSTRACT - Minnesota hos the largest number of townships in the notion, When rural townships experience urbanization and flank existing, older muncipolities, problems of externalities
arise. That is, action or inaction of the township government affects adjoining municipalities.
Attempt to consolidate suburban sprawl in such areas by annexation to mother cities arouses
bitter controversy in almost all instances. Minnesota's annexation lows, while in most resepcts
are models, do have a serious defect. This is a referendum provision which subjects the decision
of a quasi-judicial boundary commission to veto of the citizens in the annexable area only.
As a result, consolidation of sprawl areas in Minnesota has been brought to a virtual halt.
Further incorporation of small municipalities also has been checked by this provision.

One aspect of municipal existence that seems especially troublesome in Minnesota is centered around the
relationships between township governments and the
smaller municipalities.
The township is largely a carryover from a rural,
agrarian society and was designed to effect some semblance of government over a thinly populated area where
the public appetite for services is relatively light. Because
of its limited legal powers to provide services, even such
primary ones as police protection, it is sometimes referred to as "half-government." Yet Minnesota has more
township governments than any other state. Townships
with as many as 6,000 residents do not have even one
fuU-time government official.
A Factor in Sprawl

Population sprawl in the last 15 years has spilled residents into many formerly rural townships, bringing out
latent demands for public services. Such growth is
spreading in spoke-like patterns on both sides of major
roads around almost every municipality of any size in
Minnesota. Within this generation the pattern can be expected to continue to extend itself most prominently
within a seventy mile radius of the Twin Cities towards
the smaller core cities and thus form an almost continuous spotting of urbanized area along state and county
roads. This development presents the state with the problem of rurally-generated and rurally-oriented governmental units facing the need to provide services, protection, and planning for which they have neither the legal
powers, the geographical jurisdiction, nor the financial
ability.
The situation is particularly acute on the fringe areas
of municipalities of the second and third class, core or
mother cities like Moorhead, Red Wing, Winona, Rochester, Stillwater, Austin, and St. Cloud. Hemmed in as
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they are, they face the prospect immediately or in the
near future of shortages of residential, commercial, or industrial space to accommodate their own growth.
Under existing Minnesota law, however, prospects for
systematic solution of these needs through annexation
appear dim, largely due to opposition of townships. Friction or potential friction exists between them as one system seeks Jiving room and the other seeks to protect the
integrity of its tax base and perhaps its very existence.
Core City Service and Problems

The case for the core city may be summarized briefly
under three frequently-mentioned categories:
1. Unified economic development ought to be planned
but fractionation of local economic entities by political boundary lines inhibits effective planning.
2. Core cities must carry the burden of giving services
to residents outside the city without being compensated for them.
3. The existence of "half governments" on the flank
of mother cities leads to downward pressure on the
qualitative standards of city Jiving.
The above points merit expanded discussion in specific terms.
In planning for municipal growth, for instance, should
new water and sewer lines to the city limits be oversized
for possible heavier loads if annexations materialize?
How should the capacity of a new water or disposal plant
be determined? The municipality that moves boldly
ahead with a long look into the future as advised by consultants may find itself penalized by investments that
may never be recovered if predicted annexations do not
materialize.
Failure of townships to establish building codes, zoning provisions, and subdivision regulations, or failure to
enforce them, may later thrust upon a municipality sections of incipient slums, improperly laid out streets, and
poorly distributed parks and playgrounds that are part
of annexed property.
As for uncompensated services, common examples
would include police and fire protection, roads, and the
overhead costs of water and sewer connections to
155

churches, schools, or other tax exempt institutions whose
user area is broader than the city. Less obvious, perhaps,
are the refinements of urban life such as entertainment,
cultural events, shopping centers, and simple orderliness
made possible only by the existence of the mother city.
Finally there is the job-creating capacity of urban concentration. From all this the out-city resident can shop
discriminatingly, taking only what he likes of the city's
fare, while city residents must accept and pay for the
whole package.
The core city may eventually find it difficult to control
the quality as well as the quantity of its own growth because neighboring unincorporated and/or uneconomic
units are unable or unwilling to take proper steps to upgrade conditions within their jurisdictions.
This leads to competitive restrictions on desirable
standards and to differentials in taxation mill rates. Specifically, one might mention the difficulties of trying to
establish laws relating to housing, building standards,
lodging house regulation, health inspection, or animal
control when just across the city line may exist an urbanized area too young to understand the social wisdom
of such measures or too weak to enforce them - an apparent regulationless paradise. Lower mill rates, made
possible by avoidance of ordinary governmental expenditures, may then draw businesses that pull customers
and workers from the mother city but do not carry a fair
share of the social cost of doing business. Competitive
undertaxation in such cases is not calculated to foster
healthy community growth.
Attractions of the Township

The township on its part seeks to protect what appears
to be an important economic advantage - lower taxes plus that rapidly depreciating asset, country living. Local
pride, a psychological under-dog feeling towards the "big
brother" core city, municipal waste, real or fancied, a
fear of heavy assessments on rural land, vested officialdom (volunteer fire departments among them), a distrust of the city culture by farmers, and hopes of imminent suburban growth that will provide the tax base for
public services all buoy up the opposition to annexation
or merger with a core city.
The townships seek to guard their independence by
way of special enabling legislation to increase their governmental powers, by grants-in-aid from state and federal governments to meet recurring financial crises, by
incorporation, and by political action in the state legislature to oppose legislation favorable to core city expansion.
Resolution of this urban-suburban tension by voluntary
cooperation may well prove to be the exception rather
than the rule. The legislature which allows a governmental
pattern to develop has a heavy vested interest in solution
of problems that arise; ultimately the results of suburban
sprawl become legislative problems.
Preventive medicine in the form of rational and orderly
development of the local government pattern now is
surely worth pounds of cure later in the form of countless
special laws to relieve intolerable situations. These pres156

sures are expressed in demands for state grants-in-aid to
support locally insupportable units and in demands for
federal intervention if the state becomes paralyzed by the
difficulties of the mosaic it has permitted to grow. The
question of proper governmental size and a rational governmental mosaic is thus a statewide concern, not merely
a local one.
Let us not, however, underestimate the political difficulties of providing solutions. Legislators with both ruralsuburban and core city constituencies must exercise the
wisdom of Solomon if they are to avoid being struck down
by the issue. Legislators from rural areas will find it tempting to regain some of the power they may have lost through
reapportionment by playing a balance of power role between urban and suburban alignments. Minnesota, like
all states that are in transition from rural to urban conditions, finds that solutions to the problems of sprawl have
to trail ultimate political realignments.
The 1959 Adjustment Effort

Nevertheless, Minnesota took a giant step forward in
meeting the problems of urban sprawl in 1959 by establishing a quasi-judicial administrative body to effect consoUdation of uneconomic governmental units and to impede creation of new ones by incorporation. The Hennepin
County Citizens' League termed the Municipal Commission Act of that time "one of the most forward looking
pieces of legislation ever adopted in Minnesota." And a
CED report recommends strongly such a "boundary"
commission for all states. The National Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, in a 1966 State Legislative Program, also held up major provision of the 1959
Minnesota statute as a model and at least ten other states
have adopted the Minnesota law in whole or in part.
Results of the law are mixed. Certainly in the years
that the Commission has functioned there has been a
sharp decline in new incorporations. There also have been
several mergers, the most significant ones bringing together
Edina-Morningside and Lakeville Village with Lakeville
Township. Several more modest annexations appear successful, and hundreds of piecemeal annexations of insignificant size have occurred. Beyond those cases, however, the Commission thus far has basically been engaged
in a holding action, freezing the status quo until such time
as conditions permit a decisive thrust to accomplish the
necessary consolidations.
The performance of a positive role in constructing
meaningful communities possessing geographical, legal,
and financial integrity has been necessarily minimal, even
though the law seems to proclaim boldly the need for this.
This role must await (a) better staffing for research and
(b) either the elimination of the referendum principle or
its extension to cover all of an area affected by sprawl,
including the core city. It is worth noting that a number
of states have modernized their annexation procedures
and the trend away from referendums as a prerequisite for
annexation continues slowly but surely. Desirable change
might be stimulated by powers to ease the absorption of
suburbia into urbia with measures such as a temporary
tax differential for newly annexed areas during transition.
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Certainly the problem of the townships that have been
denuded of part of their tax base must not be overlooked.
Occasionally, a slicing off of an urbanized part of a
township - that part which demands the most in the way
of services - may actually improve the financial condition
of the remainder by reducing its expenditures. In other
cases this may not hold true, and it will be more advisable
to encourage mergers with adjoining townships or other
municipalities, or shift township functions to the county
level. The painful nature of such cures for urban sprawl
is not to be underestimated.
In the meantime, however, important experience is
being accumulated in dealing with sprawl. Standards for
annexation and incorporation are being hammered out on

a case by case basis. A body of new law through commission decision briefs is being developed. And the outlines
of a more effective Municipal Commission Act are beginning to take shape. AdditionaUy, the Commission, through
hearings in various parts of the state, is acting as a catalyst
in stimulating planning and upgrading of local service and
protection standards as partisan forces prepare for possible
future battles before the Commission.
If local governments are to retain vitality, we must plan
a pattern of action that can produce viable units able
to meet the rising appetites of their citizens for public
services without becoming mere administrative districts
for higher levels of government. This is one of the challenges of our age.
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In an article on page 23 of the previous isseu of the
Journal, Vol. 35, No. 1, the word "leaks" was omitted

from the paragraph below. The correct quotation is reprinted with the word in italics for easy identification:
In like manner, the radioactive wastes in the liquid
effluent from this plant are estimated during the licensing process. The technical description of the Monticello
reactor states, "Estimated radioactive discharge due to
liquid wastes is approximately 1 milliCurie/day. When
fuel leaks are present, the activity discharge rate may
increase to as much as 250 milliCurie/day, which is
representative of a stack release of noble gases of 0.3
Curie/second," (Monticello Reactor, 1967).

----•---A list of references omitted from the article on "Benefits , Risks, and Regulations" in the same issue of the
Journal is printed below:
DUNNINGTON, F. 1967. State Responsibility in the Siting
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